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Talk plan: 

(1) A look at cosmological  parameter measurements  
     published over the past 20 years. 
     (a) How accurate were the quoted error bars? 
     (b) Ranking techniques by their accuracy 
     (c) How rapidly does precision increase with time? 
     (d) Lessons for future measurements of w’, fNL, … 

(2) Astrometric cosmology 
     (a) Can we constrain cosmological parameters with 
 direct angular position measurements of quasars? 
     (b) What will we measure? 
     (c) Observational uncertainties 
     (d) How competitive will upcoming satellites be? 



>2000 measurements of cosmological parameters 
have been published since 1990. To be 
included in this compilation we need 

(a) Numerical determination + error bar in abstract 
(b) Restricted to 2 journals: ApJ and MNRAS 
(c) 13 Parameters: H0,  ΩM, ΩΛ, n, σ8, mν, Γ=Ωh, 
 β=Ω0.6/b, η8=σ8Ω0.6, w0, q0, ΩB, ΩK 

550 measurements 



The 550 measurements have been made with 
many different techniques. These techniques 
could be broken up into at least 50 categories: 
e.g. Weak lensing blank field shear, X-ray cluster 
gas mass fraction, Supernova distance estimate etc.. 

We have consolidated these categories into 11: 

CMB, LSS, Clusters, Pec vels, Lensing, BAO, SN, 
ISW, redshift distort., “combined methods” 
and “other”. 



To gauge how accurate these past measurements 
were, we compare them to 

 WMAP7 (Komatsu et al 2010) 

First some examples of measurements vs year… 



c.f. Gott et al. (1999) meta-analysis 
of H0 (found 67 +/- 2 km/s ) 

COBE                                 WMAP1 













Overall, how realistic are the error bars 
(if we assumed the quoted error bars are Gaussian?) 

- Plot a histogram of number of sigmas away 
from the “true” (WMAP7+) value: 

(is it Gaussian?) 



17% of results are more!
than 2 quoted sigma from!
 the true value!



This does however hide a large variation 
between techniques – we can plot the mean 
number of sigmas from the true value for 
each technique. 

- See which technique (e.g. clusters, SN etc) 
is the most accurate. 

-If the number of sigmas is very low, this could 
mean that a technique underestimates error bars.  



Methods ranked vs year 



Which journal is most accurate? 



Does being more accurate get you more citations? 



Popularity of techniques vs time 



Finally (for the first part of the talk) 
we look at how we are approaching precision 
cosmology… 

-which parameters can be measured most  
precisely? – we plot the mean percentage error bars 

-how has this precision improved with time? (e.g. 
can we use this to tell us how long before 
we will measure fNL to 1% precision 





Conclusions (for 1st part) 

(a) On average, published measurements of  
Cosmological parameters are quite accurate  
(but there is a significant non-Gaussian tail) 

(b) Peculiar velocities and clusters are the least 
accurate techniques. 

(c) SN and BAO are the most accurate (by a 
factor of ~3 compared to (b) 

(d) On average it takes 14 years for a factor of 
10 improvement in measurement precision. 

(e) New techniques (e.g. SN, BAO when introduced) 
can make a big difference – we need more! 



(with Fiona Ding) 



Gaia will measure 
absolute angular positions 
of stars and quasars to 
an absolute precision 
of 5-200 microarsecs, 
dependent on magnitude. 

Will do this for: 

one billion stars 
one million quasars 



SIM will accept 
observing proposals 
-not a survey like GAIA 

-can measure positions 
with ~few  
microarsec accuracy 
for faint objects- just 
need to integrate longer. 

-only has 50cm mirrors 





4m mirrors, 100m apart 
0.1 microarcsec precision possible 





Parallax distance 

With microarsec precision, can measure parallax shift 
and hence distance of objects 1 megaparsec away 
- not far enough for cosmology 



Baseline 
from solar system 
motion through space 
=800 AU after 10 years 

Can measure parallax 
distances to quasars 
at gigaparsec distances 
with microarsec precision 

High redshi= 
quasar 

(A new version of secular parallax) 







Parallax distance 

Compare to luminosity distance and ang. diam. distance:  



Average 
over parallax 
measurements 
of quasars in 
 redshift bins 

(Error bars 
Poisson only) 









Systematic and statistical errors: 

Systematic errors (could mimic all sky parallax 
Shift): 

(a) Aberration due to galactocentric acceleration 

(can be subtracted + has no redshift dependence) 



Statistical and systematic errors. 

Statistical errors 

(a) Measurement errors- related to angular precision 
of measurement: 



(b) Weak microlensing: 

Statistical errors. 

Will cause 
random image 
motions 
of up to 
0.1 microarcsec 



Statistical errors: 

(c) Image centroiding of variable source (quasar) 
on top of galaxy makes image centroid wander: 
fraction of microarcsec. 



Statistical errors: 

(d) Quasar peculiar velocities : 
Individually up to a fraction of a 
microarcsec – but can be averaged over… 







Bulk flows on very large scales are too difficult 
to measure with Gaia and SIM … 

… is there an easier proper motion statistic to 
measure? 



Yes! quasar pairwise motions v12 



PredicAons: 

use Hubble volume 
CDM simulaAon 



Including covariances between bins, Gaia could make  
a 4.5 sigma detection of quasar proper motions (at mean z~1) 







Finally, what about the Hubble constant? 

There are 921 AGN in the Veron catalog 
within 100 Mpc 

Many have nuclear magnitude 14.5 magnitude in V 

-> from SIM time calculator, a SIM KP 
(2.4% of SIM total observing time) could measure 
position with accuracy 5.75 muas. 

-> 0.18 muas for 921 AGN vs 20 muas parallax 
shift over 10 years 

H0 to 1% 



Other real time cosmology: redshift drift. 



Conclusions: 

 Astrometric cosmology will be feasible: 

 GAIA should detect quasar parallax at the 
>3 sigma level 

SIM may be able measure the Hubble constant to 
1% precision  

TPF-I will be able to rival “Stage IV” dark energy 
missions like JDEM and SNAP 
   + measure quasar proper motions – another 
      new probe of cosmology.  



The far future: 

  NASA Planet Imager : 

  5x8m space telescopes 6000 km apart 


